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Abstract. This work addresses the development of a unified control
strategy, based on nonlinear control techniques, for hybrid tri-tiltrotor
UAVs, so that a simple trajectory is followed. A model of a tri-tiltrotor
UAV is derived, detailing the forces and moments that act on the sys-
tem, followed by a unified control approach that considers the system
dynamics as a whole. Backstepping control and nonlinear optimisation
are used for position and attitude control to calculate force and moment
references and a control allocation strategy based on nonlinear optimi-
sation is proposed. Two trajectories are defined; in the first trajectory,
the UAV is expected to fully transition from rotary-wing to fixed-wing
configuration, while in the second, it is expected to fly in an intermediate
configuration. To validate the approach, simulations for these trajectories
are performed and the results are analysed.

Keywords: Hybrid UAV, Tiltrotor UAV, Backstepping control, Control
Allocation, Trajectory tracking

1 Introduction

The usage of UAVs has grown considerably over the past years as more applica-
tions are found for these vehicles. Depending on the nature of the application,
the type of UAV that has the best performance for a certain task may vary.
Fixed-wing and rotary-wing UAVs are ubiquitous. Despite their predominance,
both types of UAV present a distinct set of advantages and disadvantages. Hy-
brid UAVs attempt to mitigate the shortcomings and combine the strengths of
both types of aircraft. These UAVs are typically fixed-wing vehicles with VTOL
capabilities, which are more effective in a wider range of scenarios, due to the
ability to fly at high speeds, with a long flight range and greater payload capacity,
with the possibility to vertically take off and land without a runway.

This work, which was developed within the scope of the REPLACE project [1],
addresses the design of nonlinear control techniques for trajectory tracking with
hybrid tiltrotor UAVs. The usual control approach for hybrid vehicles is to em-
ploy hybrid control techniques, defining several modes of operation that are
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less complex than the entire system, developing controllers for each mode, and
switching between them. In the case of hybrid UAV, a common approach is
to consider a rotary-wing and a fixed-wing mode. One of the objectives of this
work is to take the initial steps towards a unified control approach to tiltrotor
UAVs, considering the system as a whole, instead of having different modes of
operation. Another goal is to have the UAV fly in an intermediate configuration,
neither fully in rotary-wing nor in fixed-wing mode. To achieve this, a trajectory
that takes the aircraft up to a certain altitude and then begins flying forward
will be devised. Next, taking into account a dynamic model of the UAV, the
unified nonlinear control strategy will be derived and tested in simulation.

The remainder of this work is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
overview of research on hybrid UAVs. Section 3 describes the nonlinear model
of a tri-tilrotor UAV. Section 4 delineates the unified control approach, using
backstepping to control the position and attitude of the UAV, as well as the
control allocation scheme, based on nonlinear optimisation. Section 5 describes
the reference trajectories and presents the simulation results and the evaluation
of the performance. Finally, Section 6 summarises the work developed.

2 Related Work

The past decade has seen an increase in research work on hybrid UAV. Much
work is focused on developing control algorithms that target one of the operation
modes of these vehicles, while others opt for a more comprehensive approach to
the problem, usually resorting to hybrid control techniques.

Regarding hybrid control of tri-tiltrotor UAVs, in [2], the dynamical model of
the aircraft is divided into two: in hover mode, in which aerodynamic effects are
neglected, and in cruise flight mode, with a simplified model of these effects. The
control strategy takes into account the longitudinal dynamics for altitude and
attitude control, i.e. only pitch motion is stabilised by a PID controller, with roll
and yaw controlled manually and the defined trajectory has a trapezoidal veloc-
ity profile. The modelling and control of a tri-tiltrotor UAV is also the subject of
[3], though only for hover mode. An attitude PID controller and a control allo-
cation scheme based on the desired roll and pitch moments and (vertical) thrust
are designed, tested in simulation and experimentally with adequate results in
altitude stability, despite a more oscillatory behaviour in terms of attitude con-
trol. A more complete nonlinear model of a tri-tiltrotor UAV is derived in [4],
with emphasis on transition dynamics, studied in computational fluid dynam-
ics simulations. A hybrid approach that switches between hover, transition and
cruise flight controllers is implemented, though simulation results show that the
UAV’s altitude decreases with every controller switch.

Unified approaches to control of hybrid UAV, though less common than hy-
brid approaches, have also been developed. In [5], the flight envelope of a tiltwing
UAV is studied and modelled via wind tunnel tests, defining a continuous flight
configuration space that contains the different flight modes, thus not needing to
define discrete flight configurations. With this strategy, a map-based feedforward
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controller independent of the flight state for motion control is developed. The
tilt angle of the wing is obtained in conjunction with the aircraft’s pitch angle
dependent on the flight state. The approach in [6], for a quad-tailsitter UAV,
handles the flight modes continuously as well. In this case, the aircraft’s attitude
changes significantly across the flight envelope. To deal with this, the controller
solves a nonlinear optimisation problem to compute the required attitude and
thrust. A novel approach to control allocation based on dynamic computation
of input effectiveness matrices was develop by Auterion [7], which was shown
to allow a single form of control allocation for hybrid UAV, instead of different
control allocation schemes for each flight mode. The performance was demon-
strated with an E-Flite Convergence VTOL, Fig. 1, which was able to fly in an
intermediate configuration. There were still limitations since the effectiveness
matrix calculation was done by linearising the input influence on the dynamics
around a constant trim point. As such, the UAV cannot fly in cruise flight and
there are constraints on the tilt angles due to the linearisation not being valid in
every flight configuration. Nonetheless, it is a considerable step towards a unified
control structure for tiltrotor UAV.

3 Modelling

This section presents the modelling concepts used in this work. The model is
based on the E-Flite Convergence VTOL.

We define an inertial frame of reference {I} = {OI ; ı̂I , ȷ̂I , k̂I}, which will
be a local NED frame, and a body frame {B} = {OB; ı̂B, ȷ̂B, k̂B} [8]. Frame {B}
is defined by having its origin OB on the UAV’s centre of mass (CoM), the x-axis
ı̂B pointing forward, the y-axis ȷ̂B pointing to the right, and the z-axis k̂B pointing
downward. The UAV has two tilting rotors that tilt longitudinally in a pitching
motion. Following the approach in [9], two more coordinate frames {T1} and
{T2} are introduced, for the right and left rotors, respectively. The positions of
the origins of {T1} and {T2}, with respect to {B}, are r1 =

[
r1,x r1,y r1,z

]Tand
r2 =

[
r2,x r2,y r2,z

]T, respectively. These frames are represented graphically in
Fig. 1. Let γ1 and γ2 denote the right and left rotors’ tilt angles, respectively.
The orientation of {Ti}, i = {1, 2}, relative to {B}is given by the rotation matrix

B
Ti
R(γi) =

 cos(γi) 0 sin(γi)
0 1 0

− sin(γi) 0 cos(γi)

 (1)

3.1 Aerodynamic Forces and Moments

Aerodynamic phenomena are significant for hybrid UAVs. The aerodynamic
forces, Faero, and moments, Maero, are divided into two categories: longitudi-
nal and lateral. The model follows [8], with some adaptations.

We start by considering the lift force, FLift, and drag force, FDrag, with
magnitudes given by
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FLift =
1

2
ρS(CL(α) + (1− σ(α))CL,δeδe)∥

Bv∥2, (2)

FDrag =
1

2
ρS(CD(α) + (1− σ(α))CD,δeδe)∥

Bv∥2, (3)

with air density ρ, wing surface area S, body velocity Bv =
[
u v w

]T , lift and
drag coefficients CL(α) and CD(α), angle of attack α = atan2(w, u), lift and
drag coefficients CL,δe and CD,δe related to the elevator angle δe. Function σ(α)
is a sigmoid function of the angle of attack. The elevator angle δe is given by
δe = δe,r + δe,l, with δe,r and δe,l the right and left elevon angles.. The lift and
drag coefficients are given by

CL(α) = (1− σ(α)) (CL,0 + CL,α α) + σ(α) (2 sign(α) sin2(α) cos(α)) , (4)

CD(α) = Cparasitic +
(CL,0 + CL,α α)

2

(π eOsw AR)
, (5)

with CL,0 being the value of the lift coefficient when α = 0, CL,α the coeffi-
cient of a linear term, Cparasitic a coefficient related to parasitic drag, eOsw the
Oswald efficiency factor, and AR the UAV aspect ratio. The function σ(α) is a
sigmoid function. It is mostly used as a weight, so as to give more importance to
aerodynamic phenomena when the angle of attack is small and less importance
otherwise, since when the UAV flies in rotary-wing mode, aerodynamics do not
have as great an influence as in fixed-wing mode.

The longitudinal force components Faero,i and Faero,k are given by[
Faero,i

Faero,k

]
=

[
cos(α) − sin(α)
sin(α) cos(α)

] [
−FDrag

−FLift

]
. (6)

In addition, there is also a pitching moment Maero,j to be considered, given by

Maero,j =
ρSc

2
(1− σ(α)) (Cm0 + Cmαα+ Cmeδe) ∥

Bv∥2 , (7)

with wing mean chord c, pitch coefficient Cm0 when α = 0 and δe = 0, and pitch
static stability coefficient Cmα

.
The lateral force component Faero,j , the roll Maero,i and the yaw Maero,k

components of Faero and Maero are given by

Faero,j =
1

2
ρS(1− σ(α))

(
CYββ + CYaδa

)
∥Bv∥2, (8)

Maero,i =
1

2
ρSb(1− σ(α))

(
Clββ + Claδa

)
∥Bv∥2, (9)

Maero,k =
1

2
ρSb(1− σ(α))

(
Cnββ + Cnaδa

)
∥Bv∥2, (10)

with sideslip angle β , wingspan b, lateral force coefficient concerning β and
δa, CYβ

and CYa
, respectively, roll and yaw static stability coefficients, Clβ and

Cnβ
, deflection control coefficient concerning roll Cla , deflection cross-control

coefficient concerning yaw Cna
, and aileron deflection angle δa = − δe,r + δe,l.
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3.2 Rotor Forces and Moments

The UAV has two front tilting rotors, one on each wing, and one fixed rotor on
its tail. Denoting the right and left rotors by rotor i = {1, 2}, respectively, each
spins with angular velocity ωi, with rotor 1 spinning anticlockwise and rotor 2
clockwise, and generates a force Fi and a moment Mi, with magnitudes given by
Fi = kFω

2
i
1
2
ρSrotor∥vair,rotor∥2and Mi = kMω

2
i , with kF and kM force and moment

coefficients related to these rotors, Srotor the rotor surface area, and vair,rotor

the velocity of the air going into the rotor. Force Fi is applied in the direction
of ı̂Ti

, and the moment Mi is applied about the axis ı̂Ti
, with opposite signal

relative to the angular velocity ωi. The overall force Fwr and moment Mwr from
the front rotors acting on the CoM is given by

Fwr =

F1 cos(γ1) + F2 cos(γ2)
0

−F1 sin(γ1)− F2 sin(γ2)

 Mwr =

M1 cos(γ1)−M2 cos(γ2)
0

−M1 sin(γ2) +M2 sin(γ2)

 (11)

Forces F1 and F2, applied at r1 and r2, generate moment MF,wr, given by

MF,wr = r1 ×
(
B
T1
R F1

)
+ r2 ×

(
B
T2
R F2

)
(12)

There is also the force Ftr and a moment Mtr from the tail rotor, which spins
anticlockwise with angular velocity ωtr, given by Ftr = −Ftr k̂B and Mtr =Mtr k̂B.
The magnitudes are given by Ftr = kF,trω

2
tr and Mtr = kM,trω

2
tr, with kF,tr and

kM,tr the force and moment coefficients for the tail rotor. Since Ftr is not applied
directly to the CoM, it generates a pitching moment MF,tr. Consider the position
vector rtr with origin in the CoM with magnitude equal to the distance between
the CoM and the point where Ftr is applied, and pointing to said point. Then,
the moment MF,tr is MF,tr = rtr×Ftr, which, assuming that the angle between
the position and force vectors ∠(rtr, Ftr) ≈ π

2 , then MF,tr = −∥rtr∥ kF,tr ω
2
tr ȷ̂B.

Combining the above expressions, the total force Frotors and moment Mrotors

generated by the rotors are

Frotors = Fwr + Ftr , Mrotors = Mwr +Mtr +MF,wr +MF,tr . (13)

3.3 Kinematic and Dynamic Equations

Let the position of the CoM w.r.t. {I} be denoted by p, and the linear ve-
locity of frame {B} relative to {I}, expressed in {I}, by v. Further, let q =
(q0, q1, q2, q3) = (q0, q) be the quaternion that represents the UAV’s orienta-
tion and ω the UAV’s angular velocity. The kinematic equations of motion are

ṗ = v , q̇ =
1

2
Sq(q)ω . (14)

In addition, acting on the UAV are the force due to gravity Fg, the aero-
dynamic forces and moments, Faero and Maero, and rotor forces and moments,
Frotors and Mrotors. Hence, the Newton-Euler equations of motion are

mv̇ = Fg +
I
BR (Faero + Frotors) , (15)

J ω̇ = −S(ω)Jω +Maero +Mrotors , (16)
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with m and J being the mass and inertia matrix of the UAV, respectively, and
I
BR the rotation matrix from {B} to the {I}. In the absence of wind, the aero-
dynamic force and moment, as well as the rotors force and moment, may be
decomposed into forces and moments that depend solely on the state (more pre-
cisely the velocity) of the UAV, Fstate(v) and Mstate(v), and on the states and in-
puts, Finputs(v, u) and Minputs(v, u), with inputs u =

[
ω1 ω2 ωtr γ1 γ2 δe,l δe,r

]
,

meaning Faero+Frotors = Fstate+Finputs and Maero+Mrotors = Mstate+Minputs.
This rearrangement will be useful for the control strategy in Section 4. The sys-
tem error dynamics will also be of importance. The position error p̃ is defined
as the difference between the position and its reference and the velocity error ṽ
as the difference between the velocity and its reference, i.e.

p̃ = p− pref , ṽ = ˙̃p = v − vref . (17)

The time-derivative of the velocity error is thus given by

˙̃v = g +
1

m
I
BRFstates +

1

m
I
BRFinputs − aref (18)

Regarding attitude, the orientation error q̃, defined as the quaternion product
of the orientation reference conjugate by the orientation of the UAV, with a
corresponding error rotation matrix R̃, and the angular velocity error ω̃ are
given by

q̃ = (q̃0, q̃) = q̄ref ◦ q , R̃ = R(q̃) , ω̃ = ω − R̃ωref . (19)

The time-derivative of ω̃, the angular acceleration error, is given by

˙̃ω = J−1 (−S(ω)Jω +Mstates +Minputs)−
(
R̃ ω̇ref − S(ω̃) R̃ωref

)
. (20)

4 Control

The overall control system architecture is shown in Figure 2. The Trajectory
Handler provides the trajectory references (pref , vref , aref) to the Controller,
which calculates the reference force Fref and moment Mref . The Controller is
divided into two blocks: the position controller and attitude controller. The posi-
tion controller receives the trajectory reference and the UAV state and computes
Fref , the orientation quaternion reference qref , and the angular velocity refer-
ence ωref . The attitude controller receives qref and ωref and calculates Mref .
The Control Allocation block computes the input values u that generate Fref

and Mref , which are then fed into UAV model.

Fig. 1: Coordinate frames

Trajectory
Handler

aref
vref

pref

Controller

Fref

Mref

Control
Allocation

u Tiltrotor
UAV

UAV
State

Fig. 2: Control System Architecture
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4.1 Position and Attitude Control

Regarding the position control, the objective is to have the UAV closely follow
the trajectory reference. To drive error dynamics related to linear motion to
zero, we first define the system

ξ1 = p̃,

ξ2 = ṽ −α1(ξ1),
(21)

with α1(ξ1)being the virtual controller to be calculated. A candidate Lyapunov
function is proposed, defined as

V1 =
1

2
ξT
1 ξ1 +

k1,I
2

[∫
ξ1dt

]T [∫
ξ1dt

]
+

1

2
ξT
2 ξ2 . (22)

This Lyapunov function is quadratic in the position error ξ1, in the integral of
the position error, and in the velocity error ξ2. Taking the virtual controller to
be α1(ξ1) = −k1 ξ1−k1,I

[∫
ξ1dt

]
with constants k1 > 0 and k1,I > 0, and defining

Fref as the Finput that stabilises the system, if

Fref = 9Fg 9 Fstate +m

[
aref 9 (k1 + k2)ṽ 9 (1 + k1,I + k1k2)p̃ 9 k1,Ik2

∫
p̃ dt

]
(23)

with k2 > 0, then V̇1 = −k1 ∥ ξ1∥2 − k2 ∥ ξ2∥2 ≤ 0. Thus, with force reference
Fref , the position and velocity errors converge to 0.

Calculating the orientation reference for tiltrotor UAVs is not as straightfor-
ward as for UAVs with fixed rotors. The approach taken involves an optimisation
problem, similar to [6]. The main difficulty stems from the additional degree of
freedom that the tilting rotors provide. First, we find an estimate of the tilt an-
gles, fixing the generated force from the front rotors in a certain direction. This
does not solve the problem completely, but simplifies it. We assume that the
estimated tilt angle is the same for both rotors and that the resulting pitching
moment should be zero. The tilt angle estimate γest is given by

γest = sat

(
atan2

(
Fref,k , Fref,i

(
1 +

r1,i
rtr,i

)))
, (24)

which is limited between the maximum and minimum values of the tilt angle.
Since the rotors tilt in a pitching motion, the pitch of the UAV influences γest,
but in normal conditions, tiltrotor aircraft are characterised by a small pitch
angle in any flight mode. Despite simplifying the attitude reference calculation
by setting a tilt angle estimate, it is still complex. To determine the attitude,
the problem is formulated as the following optimisation problem:

min
ϕ, θ, ψ,F1, F2, Ftr

∥∥I
BR(ϕ, θ, ψ) Frotors − Fref

∥∥
2

subject to 0 ≤ F1 , 0 ≤ F2 , 0 ≤ Ftr

−π
2
≤ ϕ ≤ π

2
, θmin ≤ θ ≤ θmax , −π ≤ ψ ≤ π

(25)

The variables are the roll, pitch and yaw angles, and the forces generated by each
rotor, encoded in Frotors. The objective is to minimise the difference between the
reference force and the force generated by rotors in a desired attitude encoded by
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I
BR. The interference between the aircraft’s pitch and tilt angles is addressed by
limiting the pitch to [θmin, θmax]. From I

BRref , the reference quaternion qref can
be calculated, followed by the angular velocity reference ωref = kω vec (qref ◦ q),
with kω > 0 is a constant and vec(·) returns the vector part of a quaternion.
Making use of the error dynamics model, we define the system

ξ3 = q̃,

ξ4 = ω̃ −α2(ξ3),
(26)

with virtual controller α2(ξ3). We propose a candidate Lyapunov function V2,
defined as

V2 =
1

2
ξT3 ξ3 +

1

2
ξT4 ξ4 . (27)

This Lyapunov function is quadratic in the orientation error ξ3 and the angular
velocity error ξ4. Let us denote Q̃ = S(ξ3)+

√
1− ξT

3ξ3 I3×3 and define the virtual
controller as α2(ξ3) = −2k3Q̃

−1ξ3, with constant k3 > 0. Defining Mref as the
Minput that accomplishes this, the expression is given by

Mref = S(ω)Jω 9Mstate + J

(
R̃ω̇ref 9 S(ω)R̃ωref + α̇2(ξ3) 9 k4ξ4 9

1

2
Q̃Tξ3

)
, (28)

where k4 > 0 is a constant. With Mref , V̇2 = −k3 ∥ ξ3∥2 − k4 ∥ ξ4∥2 ≤ 0, and the
orientation and angular velocity errors converge to 0.

4.2 Control Allocation

The control allocation issue is complex, particularly considering a unified control
approach. As the system is considered as a whole, depending on the state of the
UAV at each instant, the control allocation strategy should be able to calculate
the necessary inputs without a priori information of the functioning configura-
tion. The reference trajectories, which will be described in Section 5, deal mostly
with longitudinal motion, so longitudinal motion will be given more significance
than lateral motion in this allocation scheme. The longitudinal forces and mo-
ment depend nonlinearly on ulong = {ω1, ω2, ωtr, γ1, γ2, δe}. To allocate these
forces and moment, the following optimisation problem is formulated:

minimise
ulong

∥∥∥∥∥∥
Fref,i

Fref,k

Mref,j

−

Finput,i(ulong)
Finput,k(ulong)
Minput,j(ulong)

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

subject to ulong,min ≤ ulong ≤ ulong,max

, (29)

which is solved at each time instant by a nonlinear optimisation solver.
The lateral aerodynamic force and moments depend linearly on δa. Lateral

motion can be achieved via differential thrust of the front rotors, depending on
the direction given by the tilt angle. Considering the trajectories at hand and to
simplify the problem, an equal tilt angle γ is assumed, given by the average of
the angles calculated in (29), making the lateral moments related to the rotors
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dependent on ωd = (ω2
1 − ω2

2). The allocation problem is formulated as the
following constrained least squares problem:

minimise
ωd,δa

∥∥∥∥∥∥
 0 0.5ρS(1− σ(α))CYa

−r1,ykF sin(γ) 0.5ρSb(1− σ(α))Cla

−r1,ykF cos(γ) 0.5ρSb(1− σ(α))Cna

[
ωd

δa

]
−

 Fref,j

Mref,i

Mref,k

∥∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

subject to δa,min ≤ δa ≤ δa,max .

(30)

4.3 Limitations

This control allocation approach presents limitations. Concerning the attitude
reference, the pitch angle influences γest, which is addressed by assuming the
pitch angle is always constrained between θmin and θmax. This may not hold at
all times and could jeopardise the computation. Formulating the attitude refer-
ence generation and the control allocation as a nonlinear optimisation problems
creates further issues. The solver may take excessive time to solve the problem
or fail to find a solution, and results may vary depending on the solver used. In
the control allocation, the division into longitudinal and lateral dynamics, made
to reduce the complexity, gives more significance to the longitudinal dynamics,
at the expense of the lateral dynamics. An approach that takes into account
both simultaneously and has a closed-form solution would be preferable, though
such is difficult to obtain without some trade-off.

5 Simulation

The UAV is set to initially be at rest, in the origin of {I}, and with {B} aligned
with {I}. The simulations were performed using Matlab and Simulink.

The reference trajectories, denoted by Traj. A and Traj. B, are simply the
concatenation of a vertical and a horizontal segment. Both trajectories share
the same upward segment, which presents a trapezoidal velocity profile, with
initial position pi =

[
0 0 0

]
and final ph =

[
0 0 −2

]
m. In Traj. A, the forward

velocity is the UAV’s trim velocity, vfor = 35.75m/s, and in Traj. B, the forward
velocity is lower than trim, vfor = 25m/s. The upward segment takes place
in t = [0, 12] s, followed by the forward segment from then on. The plots are
truncated at t = 24 s.

Fig. 3 and 4 show the plots of the reference and actual position for Traj. A
and B, respectively. In both cases, the UAV follows the reference.

The forces and moments allocated by the control allocation scheme and gen-
erated by the actuators, w.r.t. {B}, are shown in Fig. 5 to 8. As the UAV starts
moving forward, there is a sharp increase in the forward force reference, which
keeps increasing until the UAV stops accelerating. The vertical reference de-
creases in magnitude as the UAV moves forward and more lift is generated. In
the final part of Traj. A, the forward force is ≈ 39.8N and the vertical force is
−7.5N. In the corresponding part of Traj. B, the forward force is ≈ 23.3N and
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the vertical force is −70.4N, but present small magnitude irregularities. Exam-
ining the moments, since the attitude only changes in terms of the pitch angle,
it is natural that only the pitching moment reference changes. For Traj. A, in
forward flight, the pitching moment reference stabilises at ≈ 2Nm and during
the acceleration part it presents two brief spikes of ≈ −5Nm, caused by starting
and stopping accelerating and by the reduction of the tail rotor spin at t = 15.5 s.
For Traj. B, the pitching moment exhibits irregular behaviour, contrasting with
the results of the UAV in trim flight. Nonetheless, the control allocation scheme
is able to allocate the references through the trajectory.
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Fig. 3: Traj. A: Position
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Fig. 4: Traj. B: Position
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Fig. 5: Traj. A: Force in body
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Fig. 6: Traj. B: Force in body

Considering the rotors’ angular velocities as well as the tilt and elevon angles,
in both trajectories, Fig. 9 to 12, the behaviour during the first segment of each
trajectory is the same, with elevons fixed at zero deflection and rotors tilted
upwards. As the UAV accelerates forward, the front rotors tilt forward and spin
faster, the tail rotor initially speeds up to compensate the pitching moment
but then slows down, and the elevons deflect upwards. For Traj. A, in constant
velocity forward flight, the front rotors are fully tilted forward and spinning at
13.6 rad/s, the tail rotor stops, and the elevons stabilise at −0.02 rad. For Traj.
B, the front rotors are tilted at ≈ 28.6◦ (with brief small magnitude spikes) and
spinning at 8.8 rad/s, the tail rotor at 4.6 rad/s with some irregularities, and the
elevons at ≈ −0.2 rad also with short small magnitude spikes.

Taking everything into account, the UAV is able to follow the trajectories,
keeping a levelled attitude throughout, and the required forces and moments are
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allocated. Moreover, in the forward flight part of Traj. A, the UAV is operating
as a fixed-wing aircraft, and in Traj. B, the UAV stays in an intermediate state,
with the front rotors tilted at an angle and the tail rotor still providing lift.
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Fig. 7: Traj. A: Moment in body
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Fig. 8: Traj. B: Moment in body
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Fig. 9: Traj. A: Rotors’ angular
velocities
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Fig. 10: Traj. B: Rotors’ angular
velocities
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Fig. 11: Traj. A: Tilt and Elevon
angles
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Fig. 12: Traj. B: Tilt and Elevon
angles

6 Conclusions

The main objective of this work was to take the first steps in developing a
unified control approach that could be used by tri-tilrotor UAVs for trajectory
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tracking. First, a model of a tri-tilrotor was derived. Afterwards, the control sys-
tem architecture was presented, with the description of the attitude and position
controllers, which generate force and moment references via backstepping. These
controllers guaranteed stability, provided that the force and moment references
were correctly allocated. A control allocation scheme, which gave more impor-
tance to force and moment references related to longitudinal motion, due to the
trajectories that would be considered, was proposed. These strategies presented
some limitations, which were discussed. Then, two trajectories of interest were
defined, which differed in the velocity of the forward motion segment, in order to
observe if in the one the UAV would fully transition into a fixed-wing configura-
tion and in the other it would fly in an intermediate configuration. To validate
the proposed unified control approach, simulations were performed for the two
trajectories. The UAV was able to follow the references and in the anticipated
configurations. However, in the second trajectory, certain references, as well as
the inputs, presented an irregular behaviour when compared to the first case.
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